We introduce the first living lab for scholarly recommender systems. This lab allows recommender-system researchers to conduct online evaluations of their novel algorithms for scholarly recommendations, i.e., research papers, citations, conferences, research grants etc. Recommendations are delivered through the living lab´s API in platforms such as reference management software and digital libraries. The living lab is built on top of the recommender system as-a-service Mr. DLib. Current partners are the reference management software JabRef and the CORE research team. We present the architecture of Mr. DLib's living lab as well as usage statistics on the first ten months of operating it. During this time, 970,517 recommendations were delivered with a mean click-through rate of 0.22%.
INTRODUCTION
'Living labs' for recommender systems enable researchers to evaluate their recommendation algorithms with real users in realistic scenarios. Such living labs -sometimes also called 'Evaluations-as-a-Service' [14, 16] -are usually built on top of production recommender systems in real-world platforms such as news websites. Via an API, external researchers ´plug-in´ their experimental recommender systems to the living lab. When recommendations for users of the platform are needed, the living lab sends a request to the researcher´s experimental recommender system. This system then returns a list of recommendations that are displayed to the user. The user´s actions (clicks, downloads, purchases etc.) are logged and can be used to evaluate the algorithms´ effectiveness.
Living labs are available for many recommender-system domains, particularly news [11, 15, 19] , and they attracted dedicated workshops [1] . There is also work on living labs in the context of digital libraries and search and browsing behavior [12] . However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no living labs for scholarly recommendations, i.e., recommendations for research articles [24, 29] , citations [18] , conferences [10] , reviewers [23] , quotes [28] , research grants, or collaborators [21] . Consequently, researchers in the field of scholarly recommender systems predominately rely on offline evaluations [5] , which tend to be poor predictors of how algorithms will perform in a production recommender system [7, 25, 27] .
In this paper, we present the first living lab for scholarly recommendations, built on top of Mr. DLib, a scholarly recommendations-as-a-service provider [2, 6] . The main contribution of this living lab is to provide an environment that allows researchers in the field of scholarly recommendations to evaluate their novel recommendation algorithms with real users in addition to, or instead of, conducting offline evaluations.
MR. DLIB'S SCHOLARLY LIVING LAB
Mr. DLib's living lab is open for two types of partners. First, platform operators, who want to provide their users with scholarly recommendations (currently, research articles only). Second, research partners, who want to evaluate their novel scholarly recommendation algorithms with real users. Mr. DLib acts as an intermediate between these partners. Currently, the platform partner of Mr. DLib is the reference-management software JabRef [13, 22] , and the research partner is CORE [17, 20, 26] . Mr. DLib operates its own internal recommendation engine, which applies content-based filtering with terms, key-phrases, and word embeddings as well as stereotype and most-popular recommendations [3, 4] . Thus Mr. DLib´s internal recommendation engine establishes a baseline for research partners to compare their novel algorithms against.
The workflow of Mr. DLib´s living lab is illustrated in Figure  1 . When a JabRef user requests recommendations for a publication in his or her personal library, by selecting the "Related Articles" tab, a request comprising the source article´s title is sent to Mr. DLib´s API. Mr. DLib´s A/B engine randomly forwards the request either to Mr. DLib´s internal recommender system or CORE´s recommender system. The list of recommendations is returned to and displayed in JabRef. When a user clicks a arXiv Beel et al. 2 recommendation, a logging event it sent to Mr. DLib for evaluation purposes.
Figure 1: Illustration of the recommendation process
Mr. DLib´s living lab is open to any research partners whose experimental recommender system recommends scholarly items; is available through a REST API; accepts a string as input (typically a source article's title); and returns a list of relatedarticles including URLs to web pages on which the recommended articles can be downloaded, preferably open access. Also, recommendations must be returned within less than 2 seconds. As of now, Mr. DLib´s team will manually integrate the researcher´s recommendation API. In the long run, we plan to standardize the data format that partners must provide to ease integration.
USAGE STATISTICS
Mr. DLib´s living lab was launched in June 2017 and was integrated first in a beta version of JabRef. During the beta phase (until September 2017), JabRef sent around 4,200 requests to Mr. DLib per month ( Figure 2 ). For each request, Mr. DLib returned typically 6 recommendations (25k recommendations in total), whereas between 20% to 30% of the recommendations were generated by CORE, and the remaining by Mr. DLib´s internal recommendation engine. Click-through rate on the recommendations decreased from 0.76% in June to 0.34% in September (Figure 2 ). This observation correlates with clickthrough rates on Mr. DLib´s other partner platforms that do not participate in the living lab [3, 4] , as well as with click-through rate in other research-paper recommender systems [5, 8] . We can only speculate why click-through rate decreases over time. Potentially, users are more curious in the beginning and click recommendations more often. Maybe, recommendations become worse over time, or are simply not as good as expected and hence users lose interest.
After the beta phase, i.e. from October 2017 on, the number of delivered recommendations increased to 150k per month, again with 20% to 30% of the recommendations generated by CORE. The overall click-through rate decreased to around 0.18% and remained stable between October 2017 and March 2018.
Interestingly, click-through rates for both CORE and Mr. DLib´s internal recommendation engine are almost identical over the 10 months data collection period. Both systems mostly use Apache Lucene for their recommendation engine, yet there are notable differences in the algorithms and document corpora. We will not elaborate further on the implementations but refer the interested reader to [2] [3] [4] 26] . The interesting point here is that two separately implemented recommender systems perform almost identically. It is also interesting that the click-through rate of around 0.18% in the reference management software JabRef is quite similar to the click-through rate in the social-science repository Sowiport [4] .
All data of Mr. DLib is available in Mr. DLib's Related-Article Recommender System Dataset (RARD II) [9] . This data can be used to replicate our calculations, and perform additional analyses. 
FUTURE WORK
We plan to add more partners on both sides -platform partners who provide access to real users, and research partners who evaluate their novel algorithms via the living lab. We also aim for enabling personalized recommendations in addition to the current focus on item similarity, i.e. related-article recommendations. We will also enable the recommendation of other scholarly items such as research grants, or research collaborators. We also plan to develop a more automatic process for the integration of partners, with standard protocols and data formats, and pre-implemented clients, to ease the process. 
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